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Presentation Notes
Thanks to the National VA Chaplains Office, the co-authors of the book. John Shelton and Linda Atkinson who are with me here today. Since our research data is still being analyzed our researchers aren’t going to present. However, I want to thank our research assistant Brandi Balmer and our technician, Jason for their assistance. Then there are 7 more Vets and Friends Retreat Team Trainers, the Hospitality  Team, the Group Leader Teams and all the veterans, families and civilian friends who are working together to make theses retreats and groups safe places to grapple and grow. 



Webinar Outline
I. Background and Definition of Terms
II. Introduction to Vets and Friends 

I. Who are we?
II. Why do we exist?
III. What is our goal?
IV. What is our research project?

III. Vets and Friends Retreat Team Training
I. Retreat and Group Guidelines
II. The Value of a Diverse Group
III. The Value of a Diverse Team Approach to Leadership
IV. Focus of Team Training
V. Post-traumatic Growth at Retreats

IV. Back Home – Growth Over the Long Term 
Continues Through Local Groups
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Presentation Notes
Contextualize: Start with some background.Then we will define some important terms so you understand what Vets and Friends is all about.Then we get into the unique team approachWe’ll follow that with a brief introduction to Vets and Friends. In part Part 2. The Focus is on the Vets and Friends Retreats and Retreat Team training, and Part 3 A brief overview of the Local Groups that do the grunt work when vets and friends return home



Background
• WELCOME THEM 

HOME – HELP THEM 
HEAL

• VETS & FRIENDS 
RETREAT TEAM 
TRAINING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updated in 2015 in the areas of moral injury, suicide intervention, traumatic brain injury and PTSD. Still the best resource for clergy out there.     Asked to do talks, seminars and workshops based on the book. Discovered that it met the need for education, but fell short of motivating most clergy  and congregations to actually engage veterans in the spiritual growth outlined in the last chapter of the book. The main obstacles were and still are: fear of dealing with the hot button issues that accompany post-traumatic stress injury. And, all-too-often that fear is rooted in unaddressed personal trauma. That was, and still is, true for me, our trainers and all of the retreat participants.     Almost 30 years ago, now, John Shelton, Linda Atkinson and I stumbled upon a team approach that addressed those fears. Relapse Treatment program for substance abuse and PTSD. Out of that grew the need for long term support for PTSD. Most of the growth occurred after treatment      Veterans, their families have been working with trainers, group leaders and our researchers to help us adapt that model to train leader teams to start local groupsto provide long term support for veterans, families and civilians who struggle with post-traumatic stress injuries.The retreat team training model is still under construction. But, it is very promising and today we want to share some of ken learnings from our experience thus far. There are some downloads that you can look at later.



Definition of Terms
1. Post-traumatic Stress Injury (PTSI)
2. Ripple Effects
3. Post-traumatic Growth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three Umbrella Terms



Post-traumatic Stress Injury (PTSI)
PTSI: An invisible wound of 
war that veterans and their 
families continue to battle 
after the war. PTSI includes:
• Moral Injury

• War-related guilt and shame from 
wrongs: things done, failure to act, 
wrongs witnessed and learned 
about – even years later.

• Post-traumatic Grief
• Loss of a buddy.

• Post-traumatic Stress Disorder
• A formal mental health diagnosis.

• Ripple Effects
• Aftershocks and negative impacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complicated by childhood trauma; family / religious / therapy



Ripple Effects
Ripple Effects: the 
aftershocks of PTSIs on 
veterans and their 
relationships. 
• Substance abuse
• Problems getting help
• Marital / family discord
• Secondary PTSD 
• Compassion fatigue
• Loneliness & isolation
• Holding a job,
• Legal entanglements



Post-traumatic Growth
Post-traumatic growth: 
meaningful change that  
come as a result of 
joining with others in the 
battles with PTSIs and 
the Ripple Effects.
• More confidence
• Deepening friendships
• Greater interest in life
• Spiritual growth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trust in self and othersFriendship vs LonelinessGreater interest in life vs withdrawing and isolatingSpiritual Growth: More hopeful, more confidence, more compassion, forgiveness, etc. (The big three: faith, hope and love)
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This next section answers four common questions.



Who are we? A Network of Veterans, Families, 
and Friends

• Vets and Friends Retreat Training
• For “grunts” and their families
• Train non-professional, local support group leader teams
• Provide R&R for veterans, families and friends
• Week-long and occur twice a year
• Non-sectarian
• Not therapy, but supports and reinforces therapy

• Vets and Friends Local Groups:
• Long Term Support
• Autonomous
• Team led

• Vets and Friends Motto – Leave No One Behind.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VF is still a work in progress. Developing a Retreat Team Training Approach to train nonprofessional teams to start and sustain long term GROWTH  groups for those who struggle with PTSIsVF – week long (5 day) retreats and weekly local groups. They work together to providea network of support for veteransTraining for local teams. A context where Group team leaders come back to retreats and share learnings with new teams. VF is not therapy. Therapy is short term / intensive. VVF is retreats and groups long term low intensity support for the whole family. Our goal: Leave no one behind.



WHY DO WE EXIST?  

ACCENTUATED 
EMOTIONS

•BIG ANGER
•BIG LOSS
•BIG SHAME
•BIG GUILT
•BIG FEAR
•BIG STRESS
•BIG CONFUSION 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KISS (Keep it simple stupid!) Translate that into language most people understand. Childhood trauma. Most retreat participants also have childhood trauma. Religious abuse. Post-traumatic church/clergy. 



WHAT IS OUR GOAL?

Establish a Vets and 
Friends Community that
• Understands PTSIs 
and the Ripple Effects

• Has the know-how to 
cultivate Post-
traumatic Growth

• Provide safe places to 
make mistakes, to 
learn and to grow

BIG GROWTH 
over the long haul

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Growth, like watching paint dry



What is Vets and Friends Research?
• Community Health Collaborative Grant from UMN CTSI
• Study group training and support procedures 
• Data collected through sequential interviews:

• Master trainers
• Group team leaders
• Group members

• Met with four groups – 2 active, 2 inactive
• Analyzing data now
• Results will be used to improve retreats and ongoing 

support for groups
• Stay tuned!
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Presentation Notes
Part 1. An overview of Vets and Friends. Part 2. Focus on Retreats and Retreat training, and Part 3 the Local Groups that do the support grunt work in the local community.



Vets and Friends Retreats – 5 so far

Camp Vermilion (2x)
Fortune Lake
Luther Point & Camp Knudsen
Next Retreat: Lutherdale,
an hour north of Chicago



Camp Vermilion Retreat, 2015
Insert Video Clip called Vermilion Short. If we use this slide 
we delete the previous one.



VF Retreat Wellness Guidelines

• Be gentle and take care 
of yourself.

• Rest or nap when you 
feel tired.

• Eat healthy, sleep in, 
and get plenty of 
exercise and fresh air.

• Take a walk; Listen to 
some favorite music.

• Hug your children; Play 
and explore.

• Attendance at any 
session is optional.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vets and Friends Retreats are Unique We prescribe rest as people arrive.Encourage people to sleep in during orientationReinforce that attendance is optionalWe’re just happy that you made it and you’re in the neighborhood.People have come packed and ready to leave.Most families are exhausted when they arrive.



Group Meeting Safety Guidelines
• Just sit back and listen for as long as you want.
• Don't feel you need to talk.
• Take your time. 
• Go at your own pace.
• Maintain your boundaries. For example, when in doubt, 

don’t share confidential stuff until you figure out who you 
can trust.

• Don't get in deeper than you are comfortable. 
• Feel free to leave if you get stressed.
• Give others a chance to speak.
• Maintain confidentiality.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group Guidelines relieve fears about speaking in a large group.Team leaders use the guidelines themselves.Team Leaders occasionally bolster boundaries.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The military  includes everyone.



Vets and Friends Diversity
• Intergenerational
• Military / Civilian
• Different branches
• Different wars
• Racial / Cultural

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vets and Friends includes everyoneWho struggle with PTSIsWho want to Grow. (We assume folks want to grow – which is why they come.)Who want to listen, learn and support 



What is the value of a Team-
Approach to Leadership?

I. Different “energies” and “voices” connect 
with different people in the group

II. Models connection rather than isolation
III. Provides safety
IV. Divides the work load (administrative tasks)
V. Offers a back-up in case a team leader gets 

sick, becomes symptomatic or gets triggered
VI. Increases sense of camaraderie, fun, and 

laughter within the group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The more diverse a team – the better.



The Focus of Team Training
• PTSI, a normal reaction to abnormal 
events

• Build trust and relationships
• Assume folks want to improve
• Reinforce positives
• Advocacy
• Teach vulnerability & admit mistakes
• Family component to address ripple 
effects

• Vernacular and metaphors
• How to back people off when they 
dominate group

• Educate, reinforce and problem solve

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Normal reaction to abnormal events the 2 different vets that killed a child)Build Trust and relationships (Yale study re: loneliness is factor in Vets suicides)Assume folks want to improve (even if it’s to get wife / girlfriend / boyfriend off back)Reinforce positives: people do not see progress, sometimes they focus on end results instead of progress. “there is no there, there”Advocacy: PTSI and TBI lead to short term memory problems ( dealing with bureaucracy)Teach leaders willing to be vulnerable and admit mistakes (strengthens relationships}Family component to address ripple effects     families have PTSI from dealing with designated sicko (patient)     children react to parents and the whole family goes ballisticBrief stories: PTSD, Moral Injury, Post-traumatic Grief, Ripple Effects….. Others in the group just sit back and listen (Overhearing the Stories – Fred Craddock).



Post-traumatic Growth
• Increased friendship connections vs loneliness and 

isolation
• Better sleep (naps), 3 good meals and snacks, fresh air, 

exercise (good R&R) vs sleep deprivation, poor eating 
habits, etc.

Spiritual Growth
• More peace
• More hope
• More love
• More joy
• Interest in life
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Presentation Notes
The Local Groups that do most of the grunt work in the local community.



POST-TRAUMATIC GROWTH … 
The Journey Continues Back Home
• Deepening friendships
• Learning to “reach out and 

call or text” rather than 
isolate

• A safe place to keep sharing 
with people who “get it”

• Increased self-compassion
• Improved communication, 

acceptance, and patience 
with self and loved ones

• Calmer chemistry, more hope 
and healing



VETS AND FRIENDS
Website: vetsandfriends.com

Next retreat: April 22-27, Lutherdale, Elkhorn, WI (Just North of 
Chicago) Register at: http://tinyurl.com/vetsandfriendslutherdale

Resources: 
• Welcome Them Home – Help Them Heal by John Sippola, Amy 

Blumenshine, Don Tubesing and Val Yancey
• Blind Devotion by Sharlene Prinsen

POCs for retreat information: Cindy Macaulay at 
macaulay@cpinternet.com; Donna Rutten at drut10@gmail.com; 
John Sippola at johnsippola2@gmail.com

http://tinyurl.com/vetsandfriendslutherdale
mailto:macaulay@cpinternet.com
mailto:drut10@gmail.com
mailto:johnsippola2@gmail.com
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